Mk1 caddys

The Volkswagen Caddy is a leisure activity vehicle M-segment produced by the Volkswagen
Group since It is sold in Europe and in other markets around the world. The first and second
generations also had pick-up coupe utility variants. The following vehicles are related to the
Volkswagen Caddy and are also manufactured by the Volkswagen Group. The Caddy came to
fruition when Volkswagen was experimenting with Golf derivatives, an estate and a pickup. Trim
levels such as LX and Sportruck were available. In North America, the Caddy came with two
engine choices. The 1. The Caddy actually was not called Caddy until when it was released in
Europe. The first cars under the name Rabbit Pickup were sold in the United States in The
Caddy nameplate was never used in North America. Its first use was in Europe in , when the
Caddy came to Europe. The original Caddy was produced in South Africa until , alongside the
first generation Golf itself which was sold until The stamping equipment was shipped from the
closed plant in Westmoreland for both models. The â€” Caddy pickup used the following
engines: [ citation needed ]. However, during its long production in South Africa it has been
available with the following engines:. It was in production in Argentina until for the Latin
American market. Note: The electronic differential lock EDL employed by Volkswagen is not â€”
as the name suggests â€” a differential lock at all. Sensors monitor wheel speeds, and if one is
rotating substantially faster than the other i. This effectively transfers all the power to the other
wheel. The new model Caddy has a more aerodynamic design, the angle of the windscreen and
A pillar is more horizontal, making the dashboard bigger and the bonnet hood smaller. There
are two body sizes: "normal" and Maxi. The Life version has interior trimmings like that of a
conventional five seater wagon while the Kombi is a naked panel van with windows and seats.
The difference in road noise between the two is described by some as substantial. In May ,
British Gas signed a landmark deal which saw 1, vans being supplied to the firm, which were
fitted with a bespoke racking system and a speed limiter, designed by Siemens. Caddy Life has
a flexible seating system. In , a Special Edition Caddy Life Colour Concept with two distinctive
colours, Red Spice and Ravenna Blue, was released with upholstery fabrics, floor mats and a
variety of other elements on the dash panel in the same colour as the exterior body, and a
leather trimmed steering wheel, gear and handbrake lever. The Caddy Maxi range carried over
all of the Caddy engine and debuted the 2. Based on the Caddy Life the Tramper or Camper
Australia package comes with two seats and a table, a fold out awning that is packaged within
the rear tailgate, a bed that is made by folding down the seats measures 1. It is based on the 2.
Early in , the Caddy Maxi range will receive the 4Motion drivetrain. Towards the end of , the
Caddy underwent a facelift to match the new design language of Volkswagen vehicles. Changes
included a front with new headlights and grill from the Touran Mk2, which is similar to the
Volkswagen Golf Mk6. In , it underwent a second facelift consisting of a new front fascia, roof
spoiler and a new interior to keep it competitive alongside its more modern rivals. It is not
based on the new Volkswagen Group MQB platform , but it may be differentiated when
compared to the new Touran front end. The fourth-generation Caddy was unveiled in February
The switch to MQB has enabled VW to offer new tech to the Caddy lineup, including Travel
Assist, the new oncoming vehicle braking when turning function, connected infotainment
systems and digitalized controls. It went on sale in November Concepts and future models:
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first appeared on the European market in and originated from production plants in the former
Yugoslavia initially. There were three options; the 75bhp 1. Remember, Caddys would have
started out as works vans so be especially careful to avoid thrashed examples, and any that
emit blue smoke on the overrun which usually indicates worn valve guide seals. The cambelt is
due for replacement on most models at 40, miles, so check this has been done too, or negotiate
accordingly on price to cover having it done. The Caddy rusts in all the same places as the
hatch, namely in the rear quarter panels, inner wings, inner and outer sills, the bottom of the
doors, the strut tops, the metal where the clutch cable passes through the bulkhead and the
scuttle panel at the bottom of the windscreen. Chances are it will have been used to carry things
so expect the usual dents and dents along the top of the roofline where planks of wood may
have been tethered. There are coil springs at the front and a more industrial leaf spring set up at
the rear. While on a test drive, listen out for any untoward knocks from the front which could
point to lower bush wear, worn top mounts or a broken road spring. Identifying wheel bearing
noise could also prove another useful negotiating tool. You will find servo assisted non-vented
discs up front and conventional drums at the rear, making braking adequate but not
sensational. Because all the parts are interchangeable with a Mk1 hatch, you can easily replace
things like seat bolsters, door panels, headliners and dashboards. Early Caddys always attract a
lot of interest and because so few seem to come up for sale, prices vary enormously. The
opinions expressed here are the personal opinions of the author and do not necessarily
represent the views and opinions of VW Heritage. A great read! I am on my 8th Rabbit Pickup
restoration! I can stop any time! I have found sourcing parts spares for this vehicle here in the
states more and more of a challenge and fortunately your company has come to my aid and on
more than one occasion. Thanks and keep up the good work! Happy Boxing Day, G. Hey there
mate. Hi Rick. Not sure if this post is still active, however I have a 82 caddy pickup. I am based
in South Africa. Hi George, we can supply these. He wants me to sell it for him and I am waiting
for him to give me all the details but as I saw this site while doing research I thought I would
leave this message to see if there are any interested parties out there? If so let me know and I
will send details when I get them. Best of luck with the sale. Hi I own a mk1 caddy gti 1. I am told
they only made a few? Was going to maybe enter in a classic auction? Any view as to values?
Any around? Prices they sold for? Appreciate any help cheers martyn. Can you send me email
of all the information of that caddy sport? I am going to buy an 1. Hi Simon, an S reg caddy
would be the Mk2 version. These tend to be less sought after, but if anything are rarer. Value
wise â€” could be a few grand, if the condition is good,
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and you find the right person. I am selling my sons 89 VW Caddy, three quarter finished
project. White, on coil overs, great rims, additional items include 2 new rear arches, tailgate, 2
dashboard options. Most of the work needed is internal but will need a mechanical overview.
Plenty of pics available if interested. Hopefully, they can help. Your email address will not be
published. Engines There were three options; the 75bhp 1. Bodywork The Caddy rusts in all the
same places as the hatch, namely in the rear quarter panels, inner wings, inner and outer sills,
the bottom of the doors, the strut tops, the metal where the clutch cable passes through the
bulkhead and the scuttle panel at the bottom of the windscreen. Running gear There are coil
springs at the front and a more industrial leaf spring set up at the rear. What to pay? Happy
hunting! Hi do you know where there is a tail gate for sale Thanks Andy. Thanks Ben. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

